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About What’s Market
What’s Market allows you to search summaries of recent deals and compare provisions across multiple transactions
for an instant snapshot of market practice, create custom trend reports and link directly to the underlying agreements.
Rapidly gain an understanding of market practice relating to your transactions. For example, break-up fees and
reverse break-up fees in Public Merger Agreements.
Get direct access to public documents, for example, prospectuses, share purchase agreements, arrangement
agreements, information circulars and more.
Access What’s Market
To access the What's Market landing page, start by selecting What’s Market under the Resources tab on the
Practical Law home page or under Resources in the Browse Menu. The What's Market home page is also accessible
by selecting the What's Market link which appears under the main navigation pane in the section entitled Featured.

Figure 1: Practical Law Canada home page – What's Market link

From here you can browse or search for deal summaries.
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Search by Deal Type
To search What's Market by deal type, select the type of deal you are looking for from the Deal Summaries section
and then compare summaries or use the filters on the left side. All summaries within the selected deal type are
displayed in reverse chronological order.

Figure 2: What's Market results page

To search by keyword or term across all deal types, enter your search term(s) in the search box and select Search.
Deals that include that search term are displayed in reverse chronological order.
Refine your Results
Use the filters to the left to refine your search results (see Figure 2 above). Filters vary by deal type. Filters include:
Deal Type, Agreement Type, Industry Sector and many more facets depending on your search criteria. You can
select either U.S. or Canadian deals. You can select multiple filters when looking to refine your search result. Use the
checkboxes to select the filters you wish to apply and then select Apply Filters to see the deal search results list.
Select Undo Filters located above the search filters to remove all filters.
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Review deal and access public documents
Select a deal name from the deal search results list to view the full summary of the deal. The summaries set out key
features of the deal and links to the underlying public document.

Figure 3: Sample summary

You can print, email, or download the summary using the icons located on the right side.
Select the link(s) in the summary to access the underlying public document(s).
Compare deals based on Key Terms
Select the checkboxes beside the deals you want to compare. Select Compare.

Figure 4: Compare key terms

If you choose the Select all option you can compare all the summaries on the page (up to a maximum of 50).
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Select the terms you wish to compare for those deals from the comparison table using the checkboxes in the left
hand pane. The results will automatically then be reflected in the comparison report.

Figure 5: Comparison table

You can choose to amend the terms being compared by selecting Clear Selected. Alternatively, you can choose to
amend the filters that you applied by selecting Return to Search Results.
The report can be exported into Word or Excel by email or download. Once exported the comparison will appear as
an editable table.
Market Practice Analysis
Our Market Practice Analysis tab contains our market trend analysis and links to a library of Analyses. Each Market
Practice Analysis provides an overview of the topic and an analysis of market trends. All of these documents are
updated regularly.
Market Practice Analyses are available for the Capital Markets and Securities, Corporate and M&A and Finance
Practice Areas.

Figure 6: Market Practice Analysis
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Where can I find help?
Our dedicated editorial, subscriber services and training teams are here to make sure you get the most from your
Practical Law Canada subscription. Contact Subscriber Services at 1-800-387-5164 (in Toronto 416-609-3800) or
email: PLorders.LegalTaxCanada@tr.com
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